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Coyotes bantam girls battle it out in championship game

	The Caledon Coyotes Bantam HL finalists played their championship game at the Caledon East arena to determine the top team in

the division.

The teams, sponsored by Style Auto and Stackpole International were cheered on by a good fan base who came out to support the

teams.

In goal were Madeline Macrae for the Style Auto team and Alyssa Beach for Stackpole.

Stackpole forwards Lauren Bristol, Sara Early, Clair Gallagher, Jordan Mooy, Emily Pitcher and Olivia Zoratti hammered the Style

Auto net and were rewarded with a go-ahead goal by center Mia Cadieux.

The Style Auto girls fought back with the defensive wall of Caitlan Mangiapane, Katherine Macrae, Megan Maclean Bristow and

Erin Evans, keeping the attackers from getting too close to the net.

The Style Auto fowards Georgia Bier, Jocelyn Coulombe, Anastasia Fokus, Ally Kufrin, Jessica Patterson, Caitlan Rodgers, Erika

Suzuki Quinn and Dale Wright didn't quit and punched through Stackpole's defence (Anna Brake, Lauren Defoa, Caitlan Kolb,

Kassandra Tymoshuk and Sydney McEachern) and brought the game to their net when defensive player Erin Evans took a shot from

the point to even the game at one.

The Style Auto girls kept the pressure up and were rewarded again when Jocelyn Coulombe scored the go-ahead goal.

The Style Auto girls ended the game keeping the puck deep in Stackpole's zone.

The Style team went on to the 2-1 victory, reflecting the energy, urgency and determination that both of the Caledon girls clubs

showed throughout tournaments and the regular season.

Congratulations to both teams for their first and second place victories and an amazing season of hockey.

The Caledon Coyotes bantam HL team, sponsored by Style Auto, claimed the division championship with a 2-1 win over the

Stackpole International team.Submitted photo
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